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Introduction 

In 2010, AFCEN published a new code related to nuclear power plant civil works (design and 

construction) based on and consistent with Eurocodes, which are nowadays the common standards for 

civil works practice in Europe. At this stage, the ETC-C code was specific to EPR development, and was 

supported by the operational feed-back from on-going studies and works in Finland, France, China and 

UK.  

Today, after Fukushima event, AFCEN has launched a new civil works code, named [RCC-CW 2015]. 

The first objective of this new code is to provide guidance to deal with the Design Extension Domain as 

defined in new WENRA documentation such as [WENRA 2013] and [WENRA 2014]. The second one 

was to enlarge the scope of the code for further evolution of NPP design, without loss of the operational 

feed-back of AFCEN from the last 30 years. Furthermore, some technical subjects have been reviewed 

with respect to new data and experimental results and to improve links with Euronorms. This work might 

also give a sound base for further development, at the European level, of shared standards for NPP Civil 

Works future activities. 

General presentation of RCC-CW 

Eurocodes are a set of high performance standards in the civil works field for design. These codes are 

based on semi-probabilistic concept with the global conventional probability of failure performance 

targeted: 10-6/year. Of course for these reliability target reason, and for other nuclear specificities, a lot of 

requirements are added to reduce this value. The major modification regarding the reliability is the seismic 

hypothesis and the seismic methodology due to the weight of this event in the probability of failure of the 

civil works structures. The major addition due to the nuclear technical specificities is the containment 

design criteria. 
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And after Fukushima event, RCC-CW 2015 has to consider very high level of load and had proposed 

methodologies for safety demonstration against these loads, by introducing the Design Extension Domain. 

But clarification has to be made about Design Extension Domain: that is the objective of the next chapter. 

Design Extension Domain Definition and Principles

Definitions:

The Design Extension Domain comprises two sub-domains, Design Extension Conditions (DEC) and 

Design Extension Hazards (DEH) for which the justification principles are different: 

�  DEC (Design Extension Conditions): these conditions are related to pressure and temperature 

accident scenarios in Reactor Building. These scenarios are related to an accidental behaviour of 

the reactor itself.  

� DEH (Design Extension Hazards): the lessons learned from Fukushima lead to postulate higher 

level of Hazards (Earthquake, flooding tornadoes) the plant has to withstand to. The purpose is to 

further improve the safety of the NPP by enhancing the plant’s capabilities to withstand, without 

unacceptable radiological consequences, accidents that are either more severe than design basis 

accidents or that involve additional failures. 

Principles of justification:

For DEC scenarios, which correspond to high pressure level in the RB containment, dedicated rules are 

applied to insure the tightness of the building against pressure, (in accordance with [WENRA 2013] and 

[AIEA 2004]). These rules are derived from codification criteria and adapted to the pressure and 

temperature conditions expected.  

For DEH others approaches are used 

� For the load cases belonging to DEH, three “best-estimate” approaches can be used as described 

in [IAEA 2012] and [WENRA 2014]: 

o a justification showing that the DEH loads are below the structure capacity which can be 

represented with acceptable reliability by the HCLPF (see explanations below) 

o an advanced numerical justification based on non-linear analyses (models or material) if 

necessary; 

o A simplified approach based on design practice and reduction factors. 
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� For DEH situations, the designer may have to come back to the safety requirements in order to 

define the acceptable material damage levels: 3 safety objectives can be taken into account from 

the less to the more stringent: stability, support function and tightness. 

Design Extension Condition Justification 

For Design Extension Condition, as stated in IAEA Safety Standard dedicated to NPP Design  [IAEA 

2012], the integrity and tightness design criteria has to be level II criteria, that is to say with limited 

damage (limited in area and in intensity). This principle led AFCEN to limit the strain (or stress) level to a 

level depending on the area and the kind of stresses. The following typical criteria concerning the 

reinforcement and the prestressing system are provided in RCC-CW 2015 (the last column on the right 

gives criteria for design extension condition Level II.1). 

Table 1: general criteria table for containment reinforcement sizing 
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A similar approach has been proposed for the liner. The generic formula for the steel liner is the following 

one: 

L

S

wj

C

C
εε ≤

εL = εL(θ) = minimum value of ultimate elongation in pure tension of the base or weld material 

according to the temperature θ. 

CS is defined in Table 2 (last line for DEC that corresponds to Level II.1): 

CS Without defect (perfect shape) 
With shape defects (geometrical 

tolerance) 

Combinations 
Membrane 
strain 

Membrane + 
bending strain 

Membrane 
strain 

Membrane + 
bending strain 

Level I.1 50 25 20 10 

Level I.1 bis 
(only for DPLIN) 

Level I.2 

25 10 10 5 

Level I.2 bis

(only for DPLIN) 

Level II.1 
15 6 5 2,5 

Table 2: value of factor Cs depending on defects and load level 

As you can see, for DEC, the criteria is not very far away from design basis accident (Level 1) 

Cwj is the weld factor defined in Table 3: 

Table 3: value of factor Cwj depending on type of welded joint and control level. 

The definition of level A, B and C is given in the part II of the code dedicated to constructions criteria: for 

each quality level the type and extent of the controls are proposed. 
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The type of welded joint is given in the Figure 1: 

Figure 1: joint type definition 

Design Extension Earthquake Justification

RCC-CW 2015 provides a methodology to justify the seismic capacity of the NPP structures under Design 

Extension Earthquake. This methodology is based on [EPRI 1994] report and other studies funded by 

EDF. The High-Confidence-of-Low-Probability-of-Failure (HCLPF) approach is the key parameter of this 

methodology.  

A fragility function predicts the probability of failure as a function of the seismic hazard intensity. 

“Failure” in this case is defined as unacceptable damage in building structures resulting in loss of a critical 

NPP safety system. 
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Shaking intensity is conventionally measured as peak ground acceleration “PGA”. RCC-CW 2015 refines 

this option: the response amplification is addressed through the spectrum shape factor. The use of spectral 

acceleration “AS” in the amplified range of the free-field response spectrum for the NPP site is possible 

but every factor and associated variability is given only for PGA gauge. 

As described in RCC-CW 2015 Seismic appendix, the design of building structures uses state of the art 

procedures with conservatism to ensure adequate safety margin. One objective of RCC-CW 2015  is to 

make possible the estimation  of the additional capacity in NPP structures that would allow them to 

withstand a stronger earthquake than the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) without unacceptable damage. 

A classical assumption with this approach is that every margin factor is supposed to be log-normally

distributed. The general method consists in calculating the median capacity of the structure. The margin 

between the design basis load level and the actual capacity is estimated, where every parameter takes its 

median value level rather than its characteristic value. 

The general approach of this justification can be summarised in the following figure: 

Figure 2:   typical HCLPF evaluation 
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The design margin has been divided in several factors: the same decomposition as [EPRI 1994] has been 

chosen by AFCEN (9 different principal margin factors are identified) . RCC-CW 2015 has completed the 

EPRI work by: 

• Clarifying the uncertainties value depending on the used design approach (mainly on the 

precision of the calculation models); 

• Adding other failure modes, especially out of plane failure modes such as punching. 

The logarithmic standard deviation values have been updated taking into account nowadays practice (for 

the modelling factor).

AFCEN has performed a study in order to assess the generic margin due to the building embedment 

(vertical spatial variation of ground motion), depending on the depth it-self and on the soil stiffness. 

Specific reduction values are proposed in the code as function of the soil stiffness and depth of the 

foundation. These values derive from sensitivity analyses, this conservative value can be used in the 

absence of site specific studies. The summary of the results are given in the following tables. 

Table 4: value of embedment margin factor depending on depth and soil stiffness 
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Table 5: value of variability of embedment factor depending on depth and soil stiffness 

By this proposal, RCC-CW 2015 gives a consistent methodology to assess the seismic capacity of the 

structure, taking into account all uncertainties that have to be considered. 

Conclusions 

AFCEN  RCC-CW 2015 code can be considered as a new generation code as Fukushima feedback is 
taken into account. This code is no longer specific to EPR. This new code is fully consistent with 
Eurocodes and can be applied in every country were Eurocodes are recognized as of industrial practice.

The focus we have done in this paper shows the extended area covered by this code, specifically how 
design basis has been completed by methods and criteria applicable to design extension domain 
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